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Abstract
This paper introduces SesaME, a generic dialogue management
framework, especially designed for supporting dynamic multi-
domain dialogue processing. SesaME supports a multitude
of highly distributed applications and facilitates simultaneous
adaptation to individual users and their environment. The dy-
namic multi-domain dialogue processing is supported through
the use of standardised and highly distributed domain descrip-
tions. For fast, runtime handling of these domain descriptions
a specially developed, dynamic plug and play solution is em-
ployed. In this paper, a description of how SesaME’s function-
ality is evaluated within the framework of the PER demonstrator
is also presented.

1. Introduction
There is a growing interest for employing speech interfaces in
mobile and ubiquitous computing environments. In these new
environments, the users’ requirements on the speech interfaces
can be expected to increase. For providing intuitiveness in
real life situations, it is desirable to allow the users to trans-
parently and seamlessly switch between several services, topics
and tasks within one dialogue. Accordingly, providing support
for a multi-domain approach appears to be necessary.

Several spoken dialogue system frameworks support a sep-
aration of application dependent dialogue management from
generic dialogue feature handling. Such systems are employed
within single domains, or a static set of predefined domains.
In mobile environments, however, a seamless access to locally
available services and devices should be provided. Accord-
ingly, a dynamic handling of the services and devices is re-
quired. Thus, the support for the multi-domain dialogue pro-
cessing should also be dynamic.

In mobile environments, the dynamic support for a wide
range of topics and tasks within one and the same dialogue
is a major challenge. In dynamically changing environments
the user should be able to initiate a new task while waiting for
some other specific task to be completed. The user should also
have the possibility to cancel a previously issued command or
to change the parameters of some previously initiated service.
Furthermore, the system itself should be able to interrupt an
ongoing dialogue and direct the user’s attention to higher pri-
ority events taking place in the user’s immediate environment.
Means to coordinate and control multiple concurrent appliances
and services should also be provided.

To achieve a dynamic multi-domain dialogue processing, a
multi-domain speech understanding is required. Thus, a dy-
namic handling of the speech recognition, the linguistic re-
sources, and the distributed dialogue management capabili-
ties has to be supported. A solution has been developed to
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rt the dynamic adaptation of the language model to the
t discourse context without grammar recompilation [1].
tegrating higher order linguistic knowledge with domain-
endent speech recognition, a two-stage architecture has
proposed in [2]. For the domain of networked home de-
an automated plug and play based reconfiguration of dia-
system components has been developed [3], with special
on the management of the distributed linguistic informa-

the handling of distributed grammars and semantic inter-
ion.

this paper the focus is on the dynamic handling of the
ue management capabilities. The next section will elabo-
n the basic concepts and the functionality of the SesaME
ecture. The dynamic multi-domain dialogue management
cribed in Section 3. Following that, the support for flexible
daptive interaction is briefly discussed. Finally, the eval-

of SesaME within the framework of the PER (Prototype
nce Receptionist) demonstrator is also described.
ne of the major challenges for spoken dialogue systems
make systems easier to adapt and port to new domains
he SesaME framework targets this challenge. The major
bution of this work is the dynamic plug and play handling
distributed domain descriptions. SesaME supports the

atic, runtime extension of the system functionality with
opics and tasks without the need of manual intervention.

2. SesaME Architecture
E, shown in Figure 1, is a generic, task-oriented dialogue

ger which features a blackboard- and agent-based modular
ecture. Thus, the SesaME framework follows the current
of agent-based dialogue system design and is comparable
other agent-based systems such as the TRIPS [5] or the
[6] architectures.

esaME relies on, but is not dependent of, the ATLAS
ic speech technology platform [7]. The ATLAS platform
des high-level primitives for basic speech I/O, but access to
vel data is also facilitated. The ATLAS platform includes
rt for the ACE speech recogniser [8], which features dy-
al adaptation of the language model. The communication
he ATLAS platform is done through a specially developed
S API layer, which can be adopted to other speech tech-

y platforms and components.

Interaction Manager

ric application independent features of the dialogue man-
ent are handled by the Interaction Manager (IM). The
important task performed by the IM is to supervise the in-
ion with the user. The aim is to detect end evaluate generic



dialogue management phenomena such as “no new information
supplied by the user during last turn”, managing time-outs etc.
The IM is also responsible for the meta dialogue management,
such as providing information on available services and domain
tasks. Performing error detection and handling is also one of
the major tasks of the IM. The IM also keeps track of dialogue
history, and orchestrates the various knowledge models.

Facilitation of the interaction between system components
is performed by the IM through a central backboard-based
mechanism. The blackboard holds the current information state
[9] available to the dialogue system. However, this representa-
tion is not formalised; the information state is merely a collec-
tion of the information available to the dialogue system. The
update of the information state is event-based, where events can
be dialogue moves, internal events, or changes in the user’s ex-
ternal context.

2.2. Program flow control

Beside the blackboard, the IM is composed of a collection of
autonomous agents. These agents are taking care of one well-
defined atomic task each. The communication between the
agents is facilitated by the central blackboard where a subscribe
and notify mechanism is used. All of the agents are subscribing
to the required pieces of data. Whenever the subscribed data is
updated the subscriber is notified. Fetching the data values, per-
forming the suitable operations and writing the results back to
the blackboard is autonomously carried out by the agent itself.
Accordingly, no message passing, nor any central orchestration
of the agents is necessary. Actually, no direct communication
takes place between the agents and therefore no agent commu-
nication language is required.

Agents may perform some plain information refinement or
they may generate a hypothesis about some specific detail in the
current dialogue. An advantage of this solution is that several
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ompetitive agents’ output is considered to be hypotheses.
valuation of the delivered hypotheses and the further prop-
n of the final result is carried out by specially designed
on agents.
ach of the agents is running in a separate thread, allow-
massive parallel processing of the available information.
parallel processing together with the event-based updat-
f the information state facilitates an asynchronous dia-
processing [10]. For instance, if the processing of the
last utterance takes long time, a time-out signal triggers
ialised feed-back agent which, without knowing anything
the problem produces a system utterance for notifying the
bout the system status: “Please hold on.”.
he activity in the agents is triggered by a set of precondi-
or constraints. These preconditions can be system-internal
ernal events such as time-outs, sensory inputs or data be-
g available for further manipulation. This solution allows
stem to take initiative or to direct the user’s attention to-
some more important events. This triggering mechanism
implifies the synchronisation problem often encountered
nt-based dialogue systems [10]. Whenever a synchroni-
problem may arise (e.g. no information is available or
l values are available for the same feature) the problem
be solved inside the individual agent.
one of the autonomous agents has access to the central
entation of the problem. There is no central represen-
and there is no central agent responsible for planing or

ination. All agents are assuming that there exist some
agents delivering data and information necessary for fur-
rocessing. However, none of the agents knows about the
ed agents or their internal states. The system is organised

ers of autonomous agents. The basic ideas behind this lay-
subsumption architecture are similar to the ideas presented
ooks [11] and employed in mobile robot systems.
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Figure 1: SesaME system architecture overview.



3. Dynamic Multi-Domain Approach
One of the key-issues in the SesaME architecture is to support a
multi-domain approach. The locally available domain descrip-
tions, including dialogue descriptions and grammars has to be
dynamically loaded and to be activated on the fly. For handling
these requirements, a dynamic plug-and-play functionality of
the dialogue management capabilities has been developed [12].

In SesaME, most of the operations related to the plug-
and-play functionality are carried out by the Dialogue Engine
(DE). Synchronisation and communication with the mobile ser-
vice environment is taken care of by the Application Inter-
face (AI). Whenever new changes occur in the service envi-
ronment (e.g. new services become available or existing ser-
vices disappear etc.), the AI dynamically updates the Dialogue
Description Collection (DDC). All currently available dialogue
descriptions are stored in the DDC. Beside the different task-
and domain-specific dialogue descriptions, DDC also contains
resident application-independent dialogue descriptions used for
error handling or for meta-dialogues such as providing informa-
tion on available services.

Procedurally, the internal plug and play functionality can
be divided into three main parts, the identification of the task
& topic and the associated dialogue description, the activation
of the identified dialogue description, and the actual dialogue
management.

At the current stage, the identification of the correct dia-
logue description is based on topic vectors and keywords ex-
tracted from the dialogue descriptions. However, the context
and the user models or plan-based mechanisms could also be
used for this purpose.

For interoperability reasons, the dialogue descriptions has
to be described in some standardised way. The dialogue de-
scription formalism employed in SesaME is a slightly modified
version of the VoiceXML markup language1. This modification
was necessary for allowing additional system prompts used dur-
ing adaptations (see next section), and keyword lists used for the
topic detection. The use of VoiceXML-based dialogue descrip-
tions facilitates rapid application development and effectively
shields the developers from low-level implementation details.

When activating the appropriate dialogue description, a fast
solution [12] is used for translating the dialogue descriptions to
internal data structures. During this translation process, differ-
ent VoiceXML data structures such as prompts, semantic infor-
mation, links etc. are preserved and data structures appropriate
for frame based dialogue management are generated.

The actual dialogue management is the main task of the
Dialogue Interpreter (DI). The interpretation of the user’s last
utterance, planning and executing the system’s next utterance
is performed based on the previously generated internal data
structures. The dialogue management process does not follow
the VoiceXML specifications. Accordingly, VoiceXML is only
used as a dialogue description language.

4. Content-Based Adaptation
In SesaME, a flexible dialogue management, and simultaneous
adaptation to an individual user and to the user’s current situa-
tion is supported [13].

After an interaction with the user, every utterance is rep-
resented as a feature vector containing feature-value pairs of
all relevant information (such as topic, start time of the ut-
terance, length of the utterance, user choices etc.). The only

1For more info see: http://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/
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on property of the features in the feature vector is the co-
rence. These feature vectors forms the basic elements of
er model. For performing the user modelling, a content-
solution [14] is employed. The user model is represented
ector-space model and a cosine-metric matching function
d for predicting the users behaviour.
he Context Manager keeps track of the current context.
g a new interaction, based on available contextual infor-
n, similar interactions are retrieved from the user model.
retrieval results can be used to predict specific features of
going interaction, and to achieve adaptation to the current

xt.
or example, based on earlier interactions with a voice
lled elevator it may be possible to detect that the user’s
frequent choice of semantic object was the “fifth floor”
answering to the standardised prompt: “Which floor
you prefer?”. Thus, it is possible to predict that the user
ant to take the elevator to the fifth floor. By using the

onal prompt supported in SesaME, it is possible to ask the
more natural question: “Fifth floor, as usual?” instead
impersonal standardised prompt:
pt> Which floor would you prefer? </prompt>

prompt>

e expr=’’predicted-floor’’/> floor as usual?

-prompt>

there are no similar interactions, or no obvious patterns
esent in the previous interactions (such as a CD purchas-
sk), then the default standardised prompt is used.

Figure 2: A screen shot of the PER interface.

5. Evaluation
e evaluating SesaME as a generic, adaptive dialogue man-
n dynamic multi-domain environments, it is necessary to
ate it as a traditional domain-dependent dialogue manager.
first application of SesaME, the focus is on the evaluation
plug-and-play functionality. This evaluation is conducted
the framework of the PER project [15].

PER

Figure 2, is an animated-agent based automated receptio-
cated at the entrance of our department. The system fea-

a multilingual speaker verification system for Swedish and
sh. Originally, the application’s functionality was stream-
for allowing fast and robust access for employees.



The functionality of PER has been extended to allow han-
dling of external visitors as well. The interaction with the vis-
itors relies on the SesaME dialogue manager and makes use of
VoiceXML-based dialogue descriptions. PER features several
different dialogue descriptions associated with different types
of visitors and visitor goals such as expected personal guests,
seminar visitors, or students attending lectures. The handling of
these dialogue descriptions, the topic-based identification of the
correct dialogue description, the activation of the identified dia-
logue description and the dia-logue management, is performed
according to the description provided in the previous sections.

The domain-dependent data necessary for the dialogues is
stored in an external back-end server and is made available for
manipulation through a web-based interface. In this way, easy
access and manipulation is provided for the employees, and the
data upon which PER operates and upon which the dialogue
descriptions are generated is always kept up to date.

In the framework of the PER demonstrator, SesaME has
been proved to be functional. Additionally, the multi-domain
approach allows the incremental updating of the system with
new tasks. We plan, for instance, to add dialogue descriptions
to help to guide the visitors in the building.

5.2. The Butler

Currently, the development of new application, the Butler, is
conducted, for further evaluating the dynamic multi-domain
support in SesaME.

The Butler will provide telephone-based, multi-domain
information services around the campus area such as com-
muter train timetables, menu information for the nearby lunch-
restaurants, information on time and location of meetings and
seminars at the department. The back-end information for all
of these services is based on available web-based services. The
domain descriptions, necessary for the Butler and SesaME, will
be generated and processed dynamically at runtime.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, SesaME, a framework for dynamic multi-domain
dialogue processing was presented. SesaME features a highly
flexible and modular agent-based architecture and in this way a
gradual extension of the system functionality is supported.

One of the major challenges for spoken dialogue systems
in mobile environments is to support the automatic runtime ex-
tension of the system functionality with new domain topics and
tasks. The SesaME framework targets this challenge by sup-
porting a dynamic multi-domain approach by employing highly
distributed domain descriptions and a dynamic plug and play
solution. Accordingly, a fast application development is also
facilitated.

Some parts of the SesaME architecture are still under devel-
opment. However, it has already been successfully employed in
the framework of the PER demonstrator. This application indi-
cates that it is feasible to support a dynamic multi-domain ap-
proach through the presented dynamic plug-and-play solution.
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